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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

Federal Aviation Administration

14 CFR Part 91

(Docket No. 25793; Special Federal Aviation
Regulation (SFAR) No. 54]

Temporary Restriction of Instrument
Approaches and Certain Visual Flight
Rules Operations In High Pressure
Weather Conditions

AGENCY: Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA), Department of
Transportation, (DOT).

ACTION: Final ruJe.

SUMMARY: This action authorizes the
issuance of temporary flight restrictions
to prohibit certain operations in Alaska
and northern border states when
accurate altHude information is not
available. On January 31, 1989,
barometric readings of pressure higher
than 31.00 inches of mercury (Hg.) were
recorded in various locations in Alaska.
Barometric pressure at this level
exceeds the capability of standard
aircraft pressure altimeters and prevents
t!le indication of accurate altitude
information to the pilot. This special
regulation authorizes restrictions on
certain instrument approaches and night
Visual Flight Rules (VFR) operations
while the extreme weather conditions
remain in existence. This action is
necessary to ensure flight safety during
certain operations for which accurate
altitude information is critical.

DATES: Effective date: February 1, 1989.
Expiration date: March 31.1989.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:
Daniel C. Beaudette. Deputy Director.
Fligbt Standards Service. AF8-2.
Federal Aviation Administration. 800
Independence Avenue SW.•
Wasbington. DC 20591. Telepbone: (2021
257-8237.

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMAnON:

Availability of Document

Any person may obtain a copy of Lltis
document by submitting a request to the
Federal Aviation Administration. Office
of Public Affairs, Allention: Public
Inquiry Center. APA-230, 800
Independence Avenue SW.,
Wasbington. DC 20591. or by calling
(202) 267-3484. Communications must
identify the number of tbis SFAR.
Persons interested in being placed on a
mailing list for future rules should also
request a copy of Advisory Circular No.
11-2A which describes the application
procedure.

Background

On January 31,1989. weather
observations in the State of Alaska
recorded extremely high. record
breaking readings of barometic pressure.
This condition continued on February 1
and is forecast to continue for at least
several more days. The condition may
also extend to northern portions of the
contiguous United States.

Aircraft altimeters indicate aircraft
altitude based on a reading of the air
pressure surrounding the aircraft.
Altimeters incorporate an adjustment
for environmental barometric pressure
to permit the pilot to manually set the
correct pressure reading in the
instrument. If the pressure setting is
incorrect, the altitude readout will be
incorrect. Because barometric readings
of 31.00 Hg. or higher almost never
occur. standard altimeters do not permit
setting of barometric pressures above
that level and are not calibrated to
indicate accurate aircraft altitude above
31.00 Hg. As a result. U.S.-manufactured
altimeters cannot he set to provide
accurate altitude readouts to the pilot in
conditions such as those that currently
exist in Alaska.

The FAA Airman's Information
Manual. Paragraph 533, provides a
procedure for issuance of altimeter
settings when the pressure is above
31.00 inches Hg. However. this
procedure is intended for slight
barometric variations and not to resolve
the severe, widespread, and continuing
situation now being experienced in
Alaska.

n is theoretically possible to estimate
the error in altitude for pressures ahove
31.00 Hg., by adding 100 feet in aircraft
altitude for eacb .10 inches Hg.
However, the extreme cold associated
with high barometric pressure produces
an effect opposite to the high pressure
effect. Therefore, a pilot who corrects
for the pressure difference above 31.00
Hg. but not for the temperature effect
may unknowingly operate the aircraft at
a lower altitude than intended. creating.
a highly dangerous situation.

Accurate altitude inIomation is
essential for normal flight operations
and critical to certain phases of flight.
\'Vithout an accurate altitude reading, a
pilot cannot safely execute an
instrument approach in instrument
weather conditions or execute a VFR
approach to an airport at night.

Temporary Restrictions on IFR and VFR
Operations

On the basis of the above. I find that
these weather conditions Bre an
emergency condition requiring
immediate action by the agenc~' in order

to maintain safety of flight in Alaska
and other areas. It is necessary for the
FAA to issue temporary restrictions on
certain IFR approaches and night VFR
operations while the extreme weather
conditions exist.

The specific restrictions authorized by
this rule will be issued in a Notice to
Airmen (NOTAM) by eacb affected FAA
region. These restrictions may include.
but are not limited to, prohibitions of the
following when the barometric pressure
exceeds or is forecast to exceed 31.00
Hg.:

(1) Initiation of standard instrument
approach procedures in IFR weather
conditions;

(2) Initiating an IFR flight to an
airport;

(3J Making a VFR approach to an
airport during night hours;

(4) Special VFR operations in a
control zone.

(5) Dispatching an air carrier flight
when no alternate with acceptable
conditions is available.

A preliminary NOTAM was issued on
January 31 to provide the quickest
response possible to the developing
weather situation. A NOTAM issued
under this rule on or after February 1
will incorporate a reference to this
Special Federal Aviation Regulation.

Tbe Manager. Regional Flight
Standards Division. is authorized to
waive any restriction issued under this
special rule in order to permit
emergency supply or medical services to
isolated communities. where the
operation can be conducted with an
acceptable level of safety.

Effective Date of Final Rule

Because the emergency weather
conditions in the State of Alaska are
currently in effect and the potential for
similar conditions exists in northern
portions of the contiguous United States.
immediate action is required to maintain
safety of rught until the emergency
situation abates. For this reason, I find
that the notice and public procedure
under 5 U.S.C. 553(b) are impracticable
and contrary to the public interest. For
the same reason, I find that good cause
exists for making this rule effective
immediately upon issuance.

The FAA bas determined that this
action is not a "major rule" under
Executive Order 12291 and is not
considered a "significant rule" under
DOT Regulatory Policies and Procedures
(44 FR 11034; February 26, 1979). The
immediate nature of the action required
does not permit that prior completion of
a full regulatory evaluation. Because the
action is a nonsignificant rulernaking
and in effect for only 8 brief period. a
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subsequent regulatory evaluation will
not be performed.

Federalism Determination

The amendment set forth herein
would not have substantial direct effects
on the states. on the relationship
between the national government and
the states, or on the distribution of
power and responsibilities among the
various levels of government. Therefore,
in accordance with Executive Order
12612. it is determined that this
regulation does not have federalism
implications warranting the preparation
of a Federalism Assessment.

List of Subjects in 14 CFR Part 91

Aviation safety. Visual flight rules.
lnstrument flight rules, Special Visual
flight rules (VFR).

For the reasons set forth above, the
Federal Aviation Administration is
(u1ending 14 CFR Part 91 as fol~ows:

PART 91-GENERAL OPERATING AND
FLIGHT RULES

1. The authority citation for Part 91
continues to read as follows:

Authorit}·: 49 U.S.C. 1301f71. 1303. 13-14.
1348,1352 through 1355. 1401, 1421 (as
amended by P.L. 100-223). 1422 through 1431.
1471. ]472, 1502, 1510, 1522, and 2121 through
2125; Articles 12, 29, 31. and 32(a) of the
Convention on International Civil Aviation
(61 Stat. 11M); 42 U.S.C. 4321 el seq.; E.O.
11514; P.L.10o-Z02; 49 U.S.C. 106{g) (Revised
Pub. L. 97-449, January 12, I983).

2. By adding S'pecial Federal Aviation
Regulation No. 54 to read as follows:

Special Federal Aviation RegulatioD No. 54

Temporary RE'striction of Instrument
Approaches and Certain Visual Flight Rules
Operations in High Pressure Weather
rConditions

1. Applicability. This rule applies in st~tes

ithin the Alaskan, Northwest Mountain.
',Great Lakes. Eastern. and New England

Regions.

2. Spedol flight restrictiotls. No person
may operate an aircraft or initiate a flight to
an airport in a state contrary to the
requirements and terms of any Notice to
Airmen issued under this special rule by the
~1anager. Flight Standards Divjsion of the
FAA region \\·,thin which that state is
located.

3. Waivers. The Manager, Flight Standards
Di\ ision. is authorized to waive any
restriction issued under this special rule in
order to permit emergency supply or medical
services to isolated communities, where the
operation can be conducted with an
acceptable level of safety.

4. Expiration. This special rule eJo.pires
March 31. 1989.

Issued in Washington. DC on FebruHry 1.
1989.

T. Altan McArtor,

Administrator.
[FR Doc. 89-2751 Filed 2-2-89; 8:45 amI
BILLING CODE "91G-130-M


